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The potential benefits of the ability to control more flexible mechanical arms are 
discussed. A justification is made in terms of speed of movement. A new controller 
design procedure is then developed to provide this capability. It uses both a 
frequency domain representation and a state variable representation of the arm 
model. The frequency domain model is used to update the modal state variable 
model to insure decoupled states. The technique is applied to a simple example with 
encouraging results. 
1 Introduction 
The justification for controlling compliant arms and other 
mechanical devices need be none other than the justification 
for controlling the device in the first place. All mechanical 
devices are subject to deformation under loading and hence 
are compliant. It is appropriate to ask if one is willing to 
concede lower performance in order to justify the assumption 
of a rigid mechanical linkage. When performance demands 
are not severe one can afford this luxUFY, compensating for 
the extra mass of the moving parts with larger actuators. Even 
in these cases one should look at the cost effectiveness of the 
"easy" solution. The control of compliant or flexible arms is 
not of interest only in space applications or as an exercise in 
control theory but can impact probably every arm design that 
strives for higher performance. 
The desire to avoid the control of compliant arms is un-
derstandable from a practical point of view. The complex 
nonlinear dynamics of a six degree of freedom arm give the 
designer enough problems without adding to them the untried 
techniques of compliant arm control. This makes the problem 
a suitable research topic. The advantages to be gained from a 
compliant arm control capability are several and diverse. 
They include: 
.. higher speed 
" smaller act uators 
.. lower energy consumption 
" lower overall cost 
.. safer operation due to reduced inertia 
II less bulky design 
m enhanced back-driveability due to elimination of gearing 
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" lower overall mass to be transported (useful for both 
space and earthly applications) 
" lowered mounting strength and rigidity requirements 
It is obvious on examining the above list that the items are 
not independent. Actuator size cannot be reduced and the full 
increase in speed be realized, for example. 
It is difficult to "prove" or even demonstrate in a general 
way the potential advantages resulting from a compliant arm 
capability in any of the above categories. The first part of this 
paper will attempt to demonstrate the advantages in terms of 
speed of motion for a simple arm-like configuration. The 
assumptions are reasonable ones but are fairly simple and 
could be disputed. The purpose is not to attempt a proof but 
to indicate the potential and for what type of arm that 
potential would be greatest. 
The second part of the paper discusses the compliant arm 
modeling problem. Two methods considered are the 
frequency domain model implemented with the transfer 
matrix approach and the state variable time domain model 
with a model representation of the distributed arm elements. 
The two approaches are discussed briefly with the advantages 
of each and how they can complement each other in a control 
design algorithm . 
The third part of the paper discusses one control design 
technique utilizing both models discussed above. Control 
gains for placement of the poles of the lower order state 
variable model are found. The control is then incorporated in 
the frequency domain analysis which is used to update the 
state variable model. The algorithm converges to the proper 
control gains to place the poles of the infinite dimensional 
distributed parameter system at the desired locations in the 
examples attempted. No proof of that convergence has been 
attempted. Several examples are presented. 











Fig. 2·1 Example arm for evaluation of compliant arm control 
potential 
2 The Potential Payoff in Compliant Arm Control 
As mentioned in the introduction there are many ways a 
compliant arm control capability could improve mechanical 
arm design. In this section one of these ways, decreased 
movement time, is explored in a fairly general way. This 
section is included to provide incentive to the more practically 
minded reader. More detailed consideration and more 
realistic assumptions than those employed here can of course 
be made, but at the expense of complicating the analysis 
beyond comprehension. The intent is not to "prove" in any 
rigorous sense that compliant arm control will payoff in 
given circumstances, but to make plausible that payoff. The 
final proof awaits the complete design of a practical com-
pliant arm. 
2.1. A Simple Example Arm. As a vehicle for exploring 
the potential payoff of compliant arm control a simple 
stereotypical arm is proposed in Fig. 2-1. It consists of a rigid 
first link of length L and a flexible second link of length L. 
They are connected by a rotary joint driven through a flexible 
drive by an actuator at the base of the first link. In Fig. 2-1 the 
drive is depicted as a belt but any member loaded primarily in 
tension and compression would be equivalent for the purposes 
of this analysis except that the radius of the pully is chosen to 
be the same as the radius of the second link. This mechanical 
advantage could be representative of other drive 
arrangements as well. 
The simple example arm has compliant members of both 
the distributed type (the link) and the lumped type (the drive is 
assumed to behave as a simple spring). The rigid first link 
reflects the lower penalty one pays for this added mass since 
the actuator which would move it could itself be stationary. 
The assumption of a rigid first link results in a conservative 
prediction of the worth of a compliant arm control. A point 
mass representing the end effector and the payload are located 
on the end of the second link. 
In order to generate a large number of designs as the arm 
design parameters are varied the design must be done 
automatically. This requires the institution of certain design 
rules relating parameters in a reasonable way. The alternative 
of optimizing all design parameters is unattractive because a) 
realistic performance criteria are not known, and b) the 
computation cost would be prohibitive. The sizing of the drive 
pulley is an example of a design rule already mentioned. The 
design rules are listed below: 
1. The link cross sections are concentric circles, with inner 
radius .9 x outer radius. The cross sections are constant 
over the length. 
2. Material can be added to either the drive or the link in 
order to increase rigidity. The distribution is made so 
that total inertia experienced by all motors is minimized. 
3. The pulley radius is equal to the outer radius of the 
second link. 
2.2 COllstraints in Sizing Structural Members. The sizing 
of siructural members of a mechanical arm, including the 
links, is constrained in a number of ways. A partiallis[ would 
i ncludc 
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1. Strength (Maximum stre,s) 
2. Rigidity 
3. Buckling in various modes 
4. The allowable envelope of the work space 
5. Internal envelope of components housed inside the 
member. 
Only the first two constraints will be considered here in any 
detail. 
2.2.1 The Strength Constraint. The most commonly used 
criteria for evaluating the adequacy of a structural member is 
the maximum stress that it will experience. In the case of our 
simple example arm only two design parameters are available 
to increase the strength: the radius and the material. Further 
specifying the material then requires that for adequate 
strength 
R >RSlrcnglh 
Since it is anticipated that the links of the example arm will 
be slender the equation for bending stress in simple beams is 
appropriate: 
11m", McII=MRI[7r(R
4 -r4 )/4] 
11m", 3.7MIR3 
where M is the moment at a given cross section. This moment 
is typically greatest at the point nearest the fixed end of the 
arm. It depends on the mass of the payload, the accelerations 
of the link, including gravity, and the mass of the link itself. 
The moment at the proximal end of the link can also be 
specified in terms of the joint torque provided by the actuator 
and drive. The accelerations can be specified in terms of the 
motion time which is possible for a given acceleration profile. 
The final form assumes all the design rules mentioned above. 
Knowing the moment and the maximum allowable stress for 
the material one can determine the minimum radius R 
allowable on the basis of strength. 
2.2.2 The Stiffness Constraint. Stiffness or rigidity of a 
mechanical arm is important in a static sense to avoid ex-
cessive static deflection and in a dynamic sense. The dynamic 
effects of rigidity, or the lack of it, include dynamic 
positioning errors and more importantly the adverse effect on 
control system stability. This is the constraint which will be 
considered here. 
The rigidity necessary to insure proper control system 
operation depends on the control algorithm. For simple linear 
position and velocity feedback control of joint torque it has 
been found [4] that for a similar configuration the constraint 
could be stated in terms of the natural frequency of the arm 
with the actuators clamped or rigidized, When an eigenvalue 
of the controlled arm exceeded in magnitude about .28 times 
the clamped actuator natural frequency it was found that this 
simple control algorithm could no longer achieve critical 
damping of the dominant mode. A damping ratio of 0.707 
could not be achieved with eigenvalue magnitudes greater 
than 0.386 times the clamped actuator natural frequency. 
Hence a rule of thumb was given in that work that the 
clamped actuator natural frequency of the arm must exceed a 
times the desired servo bandwidth in order to achieve 
adequate damping of the dominant eigenvalues. For position 
and velocity feedback control a is approximately three. 
The design parameters available in the example arm used 
here to achieve the required clamped actuator natural 
frequency include once again the material and the link radii. 
In addition the cross section of tile joint drive and its material 
are important. This relationship is not simple or explicit if we 
model the distributed nature of the mass and compliance of 
the link. Furthermore, the sizing problem is underconstrained 
even if we speci fy the materials. One can find many com-
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binations of link and drive cross section which will achieve a 
given natural frequency. In this study the distribution of 
material between the link and the drive was done in a way to 
minimize the total inertia that all actuators must move. Since 
the outer link must be driven by actuators of all joints in-
board, a greater penalty is placed on that inertia. 
The result of this approach is that the radius of the outer 
link, R must be greater than a certain minimum in order to 
provide the required rigidity. 
R > R stiffness 
Consequently there exist two constraint radii, one, Rstrength, 
dictated by strength (stress) and one, RstirfnCS5 dictated by 
rigidity. If Rstrcnglh > Rstirrncss then stiffness is not an issue in 
arm design. If RSlilTncss >Rstrcnglh, then the latter indicates a 
limit beyond which further improvements in control system 
capability to handle flexible behavior do not improve the arm 
design. 
2.3 The Speed Penalty in Sizing Structural Members. One 
way to demonstrate the penalty for requiring more rigid arms 
is in terms of the reduction in speed. If a control algorithm 
were available which eliminated the stiffness constraint the 
arm radius R would equal Rstrcngth' Actuators could then be 
sized to achieve a given movement in a specified time. The 
same actuators used in a design where R =Rslirfness(>Rstrcngth) 
would move the arm more slowly. This reduction in speed has 
been determined for a number of cases. 
The Fig. 2-2 shows the results of such an exercise for a 
range of arm lengths and payload masses. The speed of the 
arm is indicated in terms of the angle the joint moves divided 
by the square of the time to move through that angle. The 
actuator is assumed to be a torque limited torque source with 
the maximum torque applied first in one direction to ac-
celerate the arm, then in the other direction to decelerate the 
arm (bang-bang control). The motion is assumed to be per-
pendicular to any gravitational field. Angle over time squared 
is displayed because it depends only on the inertia and the 
actuator torque as shown below. 
81T- =M141 
where 
8 the angle moved 
T the time required for moving to and stopping at the 
new position 
M the actuator torque applied to the rotary joint the 
moment on the cross section 
1 the mass moment of inertia of the arm and payload 
about the joint axis 
Figure 2-2 is typical of a wide range of assumed values for 
material parameters, maximum values of BIT-, and required 
clamped joint frequencies. For example, an arm with L = 1.4 
carrying IOkg could be designed to move 7r radians in one 
second and stop without failing. If the cross section is in-
creased to achieve adequate stiffness the angle moved by the 
same actuator drops to approximately 1.5 radians in one 
second. Several interesting observations can be made on the 
basis of these studies. 
.. The assumption that Rstrcnglh < RSlilTnc;s is justified. 
" A substantial penalty is payed in terms of speed for 
stiffening the arm. In the example a reduction of the 
angle traveled of 50 percent is observed. 
.. The penalty is greatest for longer arms and lighter 
payloads. This is obvious from the oreler and shape of the 
curves. 
" The penalty is greater for relatively high strength, low 
rigidity materials with high density, This was observed 
from comparing a number of curves or the form of 2-2. 
Caution is necessary when interpreting the results in an 
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Fig.2·2 Speed penalty for a steel arm 
absolute sense. The reduction in the multiplier ex that would be 
necessary to remove all the penalty from the loading arms is 
substantially greater for the long arms. The specifics of the 
analysis can be modified but the consistent result is that the 
penalty payed for rigidizing the arm to the extent necessary to 
use the simple position and velocity servo control of a rigid 
arm is substantial and warrants development of techniques to 
include arm compliance in the model. 
3 Complaint Arm Models 
In this section two complimentary models for flexible arm 
dynamics are discussed: the modal state variable model, and 
the frequency domain model implemented with transfer 
matrix techniques. After introduction of the modeling ap-
proaches, a way of transforming between the two models is 
presented, with emphasis on transforming from the frequency 
domain to the state variable model. 
3.1. The State Variable Model With Modal Coor-
dinates. The state variable model formulation has been 
extremely valuable in formulating CClntrol problems in a way 
which is amenable to computer aided design. The linear 
version in particular has been valuable. The formulation is 




x the state vector, dimension 1 x 11 
A the plant matrix, dimension n x n 
B the control matrix, dimension 111 X n 
u the control vector, dimension 1 x In 
y the output vector, dimension I x p 
C the output matrix, dimension p x n 
D the feed through matrix, dimension p x 111 
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Linear transformations enable the description of the 
dynamics of the system to be described in many compatible 
forms with different state variables. Of particular interest is 
the Joran canonical form in. which the plant matrix A = A 
contains explicitly the eigenvalues of the system. If eigen-
values are not repeated A is diagonal. The state variables in x 
in this case are called the modal coordinates. 
An approximation to the dynamics of infinite dimensional 
systems is often made which incorporates the Jordan form of 
the state equations. This relies on the fact that the slower, 
lower frequencies alone are often adequate to describe the 
phenomena of interest. Since in the Jordan canonical form the 
low (frequency) modes are decoupled from the higher 
(frequency) modes, a clear understanding of the nature of the 
approximation is possible. The conditions under which this 
approximation is possible is discussed by Murray-Lasso [9]. 
When an infinite dimensional system with a true modal 
description is modified by incorporating a control vector u the 
equations are no longer, in general, decoupled. The parasitic 
effect of the excluded degrees of freedom (residual modes) is 
called "spillover" by Balas [1] and others. The effect of this 
distortion is often ignored. Indeed many models of infinite 
dimensional systems combine components described by their 
modes (component modes). These modes are obtained from 
idealized boundary conditions not present in the complete, 
composite model, resulting in the initial "modal" model not 
being decoupled and hence not being a truely modal model. 
The justification for this is similar to that used in a lumped 
parameter or discretized model of the system. The lower 
modes of the model are assumed to be accurate while the 
higher modes of the model are inaccurate and ignored. They 
must be included, however, to promote the accuracy of the 
low modes. The efficiency of the model in terms of the total 
number of modes that must be included to assure the needed 
accuracy is usually improved by using component modes for 
system coordinates. The number of component modes needed 
and the resulting accuracy of the system modes is always in 
question. 
3.2 The Frequency Domain Model Using Transfer 
Matrices. When the dynamics of an infinite dimensional 
system can be represented by a linear partial differential 
equation of order N, classical frequency domain techniques 
can be applied with good success. Separation of variables is 
assumed whereby the response w can be written as 
w(z,t) = wJz)WI (t) 
where 
w the response of the system at a point in space and time 
z the independent spatial variable 
t the independent time variable 
w, a function of only space 
WI a function of only time 
When this assumed form is substituted into the partial dif-
ferential equation, the equation may be Laplace transfo~lDed 
simply in the time variable. The initial conditions on ~i1e time 
variable are normally assumed to be zero, and the boundary 
conditions on the space variable are assumed to be arbitrary. 
The resulting equations relate the N boundary conditions 
assumed known to response variables at various spatial 
locations in the system. The solution of the ordinary linear 
cquation in the space variable for the response w at some 
spatial location can follow any of several approaches. When 
the system is arranged as a serial connection of such sub-
systems it is convenient to relate the subsystem boundary 
conditions at the interface by means of transfer matrices. 
Transfer matrices arc equally applicable to lumped parameter 
models of system componcnts. For a complete discussion of 
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transfer matrices and their general use the reader is referred to 
the book by Pestel and Leckie [10]. 
A relevant example of a distributed parameter element is 
the uniform beam modeled by the Bernoulli-Euler beam 
equation show below. 
a4 w/az4 =( - p../EI)(a2w/at 2 ) 
where 
w the displacement of the neutral axis of the beam from 
undeformed 
z the location of a point measured along the neutral axis 
p.. the mass density per unit length 
EI the bending stiffness 
Alternatively the equation can be expressed in state variable 
form after the time to frequency domain transformation to 
obtain 
d 








o f] n ] 
where 
if; the slope of the neutral axis 
M = the bending moment at a beam cross section 
V = the shear at a beam cross section 
The variables w (or - w), 1/;, M, and V are the transfer 
matrix state variables. The negative of w is used to achieve the 
symmetry about the cross diagonal. They are generally 
convenient for specifying boundary conditions as well. The 
above matrix differential equation can be solved with state 
variable techniques, assuming an arbitrary boundary con-
dition at z = 0, for the values of the state variables at z = L, 
where L is the length of the beam. The results are easily 
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s the complex Laplace variable, units lItime. 
The use of the transfer matrix in conventional analysis can 
be found in [10] or as it can be applied to manipulators in [3] 
and [2]. It should be mentioned that this implementation 
makes no approximations to the distributed nature of the 
Bernoulli-Euler beam model. Linearity of the describing 
equations is required, however. Furthermore, although the 
formulation lends itself to several forms of analysis, synthesis 
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procedures for frequency domain models tend to be less 
powerful than for time domain models. 
3.3 Conversion From Transfer Matrix to State Variable 
Model. The transfer matrix method is a useful technique for 
modeling linear mixed lumped-distributed parameter systems. 
In particular it provides a systematic means for computation 
of system eigenvalues, mode shapes, and transfer functions 
which is well suited to computer implementation. However, it 
is limited to graphical frequency domain techniques in the 
controller design problem. For the case of multivariable 
controller design, state variable methods which permit direct 
computer solution of control parameters are more desirable. 
In this section, a procedure for conversion from a transfer 
matrix model to an approximate state variable model for the 
purpose of controller design is discussed. It is based on the 
representation of the system's response with a decoupled 
truncated modal model. The justifications for a truncated 
model are the usual ones; i.e., bandlimited sensors and ac-
tuators, and inaccuracy of the model at higher frequencies. 
Furthermore, the iterative nature of the design technique in 
Section 4 suggests the possibility of a modal model of 
relatively low order, depending on control objectives. The 
nature of the approximations involved in modeling a 
distributed parameter system with non-selfadjoint boundary 
conditions is less straightforward [9]. Orthogonality of the 
mode shapes cannot be guaranteed by the usual arguments. 
The complete issue is one that merits further study. In this 
paper the accuracy of the approximation is checked by 
reverting to the transfer matrix model for verification of the 
proper controlled system behaviour. 
3.3.1 A Decoupled Modal Expansion of the Frequency 
Domain Model. The state variable model used to ap-
proximate the transfer matrix model is the Jordan canonical 
form developed from (1) 
dxldt = Ax + Bu (2) 
y=Cx 
where n states, m inputs, and p outputs are assumed. Since 
there are no repeated eigenvalues 
(3) 
where A; is the ith eigenvalue of the system. 
Equation (2) is related to the transfer matrix model as 
follows. Since we are assuming the response y(z,t) can be 
approximated with a decoupled modal model, it can be 
written as 
" 
y(z,t) "" E w;(z)x; (I) 
;=1 
where w;(z) is the mode shape associated with the ith eigen-
value and x;(t) is its time dependent amplitude, or modal 
coordinate. An output y/t) is taken as the response measured 
at a location z; in the system: 
" 
Yj(t) = y(z;,t) = E w;(Zj)x;(t). 
;= I 
In vector form: 
(4) 
Thus the feed through matrix n in (I) is zero. If equation 
(2) is Laplace transformed and zero initial conditions are 
assumed, then a matrix transfer function G,,(s) is: 
G,,(s) '= C(sH ... A) ,. I n (5) 
This transfer function approximates that exact one (G",,(s» 
computed numerically with the transfer matrix model: 
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G",,(s) ""G,,(s) = C(sI - A) - I B 
G(s) "" C(sI - A) - I B (6) 
The approximation in the above equation is used to derive 
an approximate state variable model. Since the system's 
eigenvalues and mode shapes can be computed with the 
transfer matrix method, A and C are known. Thus equation 
(6) must be solved for B to complete the approximation. 
The remainder of this section describes the computation of 
A, C, and B with the transfer matrix model. 
3.3.2 Obtaining the Plant Matrix. As mentioned, the A 
matrix is given by equation (3). The transfer matrix model can 
be used to compute the exact eigenvalues of the mixed lump-
ed-distributed parameter system. A brief discussion follows. 
For a detailed formulation see [10]. For a discussion of a 
computer program to do this computation see [5] and [6]. 
The system is composed of a serial connection of modeling 
components. Each component is represented by its transfer 
matrix, which relates a vector of variables at one end of the 
component to those at the other end as a function of the 
Lapa1ce variables. Such a transfer matrix is described in 
section 3.2. The system is considered as a whole by 
multiplying its component transfer matrices. This results in a 
single system transfer matrix pes) relating the transfer.matrix 
state vector v I at one end of the system to va at the opposite 
end: 
VI =P(s)vo 
The application of system boundary conditions constrains 
half of the variables of v I and va to known values, commonly 
zero. A homogeneous subset of equations can then be 
identified: 
(7) 
Assuming v" is nonzero, the above equation requires that 
det[P" (s)] =0. (8) 
Values of s for which this equation. holds are the eigen-
values of the system. For complicated systems, they are best 
computed numerically by applying a root finding algorithm to 
equation 8. 
3.3.3. Obtaining the Output Matrix. As shown in section 
(3.2), the elements of the output matrix C are the system 
modes evaluated at the output locations: 
cij = w;Cz;) 
Mode shapes are computed with the transfer matrix method 
by su'bstituting an eigenvalue A; into the transfer matrix 
relationships for the model elements. Equation (7) gives 
P"(s;)v,, =0. 
If Piles;) is of dimension n and of rank q, where q is less 
than or equal to n - I, then the above equation is solved by 
initializing n- q elements of v", The resulting q-dimensional 
nonhomogenous problem can be solved numerically (e.g., 
Gauss-Jordon Elimination). In general, for eigenvalues of 
unit multiplicity, q = n - 1. 
Once v" is k'nown, the mode shape is computed by 
multiplying transfer matrices, which allows computation of 
the output variable anywhere in the system to within an ar-
bitrary scaling constant. The values of the C matrix are ob-
tained by taking the mode shape values at the output location. 
3.3.4. Obtaining the Input Matrix. As was shown in 
equation 6, thc modal state variable model is related to the 
transfer nlatrix model through the transfer function matrix. 
Since G",,(s), C, and A can be computed with the transfer 
matrix method, the above equation represents one way to 
compute n, which can be computed so as to minimize the 
error between t.he two models for some set of numerical values 
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of the Laplace variable s. It should be noted that there are 
other approaches for computation of B. One is to decompose 
the spatial distribution associated with the manipulators 
forcing the system into the system mode shapes, as in [9]. 
Another would be to view the problem as one of computing 
the transfer function's residues, perhaps by contour in-
tegration. The approach used here is to compute B 
numerically so as to give the least squares solution to (6) for 
specified values of s. 
For a given input Uk> the k-th column of G(s), gk(S) is 
computed from the transfer matrix model for a specific value 
s; which is some value other than an eigenvalue. This is related 
to the k-th column of Bas: 
gk(S;) =C(s;I - A) -I bk • 
If this is repeated r times, then the following set of equations 
result: 
gk (s I) = C(s 1 I - A) - 1 bk 
gk (S2) = C(s2I - A) -I bk 
gk (sr) = C(srI - A) -I bk . 
These can be written in matrix form with obvious 
equivalences as 
(9) 
For n states, p outputs, and m inputs, gk is of dimension pr 
x I,Xisprxn,andbkisnxm. 
The least squares solution of (9) (minimizing the Euclidian 
norm of [gk - Xbk J) is obtained by application of a singular 
value decomposition algorithm [8] [7]. While this should 
minimize the error between the two models for the values of s 
chosen, the problem of how to best choose both the values of s 
and the number of values to be used to obtain the best 
combination of model accuracy and computational efficiency 
is unresolved. Preliminary studies seem to indicate that 
several values chosen in the neighborhood of each eigenvalue 
in the model give good results for the frequency 'range relevant 
to the modal model. 
4 State Space Design With Frequency Domain Model 
Update 
In this section the modeling techniques discussed in the 
previous section will be used to develop a new approach to the 
design of controllers especially applicable to systems of a 
distributed parameter nature. 
4.1. The Model Update Concept. The state space design 
of distributed parameter systems using modal models suffers 
because the decoupling of modes achieved by the modal 
model is not maintained when the control algorithm is in-
stituted or modified. The feedback control is in effect a 
modification of the boundary conditions of the distributed 
parameter components. Many so called "modal" models are 
not decoupled in the first place. Only the components of these 
models when originally placed under some simplified, known, 
constant boundary conditions are decoupled. The result is 
that the dimension of the state vector must be greater than the 
actual number of modes of interest to maintain the accuracy 
of the lower frequency modes. 
If the complete distributed model were to be checked after 
the control parameter selection it would be found that the 
behaviour of the system was not as specified in the design 
procedure. By repeating the design procedure with an updated 
model it might be possible to converge to the true solution 
even with a low order state vector. Automation of this 
procedure requires that the model update process be 
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automated. For linear systems and controllers' this can be 
accomplished using the transfer matrix techniques described 
in the previous section. The complete procedure is outlined 
below. 
1. Model the system and control via transfer matrix 
techniques. 
2. Convert the transfer matrix model to a low order state 
variable modal model. 
3. Apply an automated design technique to the current 
state variable model. 
4. Update the state variable model to insure decoupling. 
5. Compare the specifications of the updated model to 
those predicted by the automated design technique. 
6. If the specification is satisfied with the desired tolerance 
the process is complete, otherwise return to 2. 
4.2. The State Space Design Algorithm. Choice of the 
state space design to be used in the proposed. scheme. will 
depend on the application at hand. The vanous optimal 
regulator and servo algorithms represent a good chOice for 
many systems. In the present application, the con~rol ~f 
mechanical arms, the desired behaviour is often descnbed m 
terms of the poles or eigenvalue locations of the controlled 
system. This is a convenient choice because of the simplicity 
of solving for the desired gains and because of the simplicity 
of comparing the updated model to the design specification~. 
An algebraic means for selection of feedback gams 
presented in Takahashi et al. [11] has been programmed and 
applied to the simple case described below. This simple case 
has only one control input (one actuator torque) and has the 
number of measurements equal to the number of modes in the 
reduced order state equation. When these special cases are not 
true the simple analysis described below must be generalized. 
Define 
P=[b,Ab, ... ,A,,-Ib] 
and define p as the nIh column of (P - 1 )1. The vector of 
feedback coefficients k which yields the scalar control U 
u=k1x 




k= E (a;c -a;)(AI);p 
;=1 
the coefficient of s; in the open loop characteristic 
equation 
the coefficient of s; in the desired closed loop 
characteristic equation 
B for the special case where m = 1 
4.3. A Simple Example. In order to demonstrate the 
model update approach to control system design a simple 
example is given in this section. The simple single input multi· 
output system is described and then the controller for it is 
designed. The specification of the dominant poles of the 
system is achieved in three cases termed stiff, flexible, and 
floppy. The behaviour of the higher modes is examined and 
the extension to more complex systems is discussed. 
4.3.1. The Example System. The system used in the 
examples of this section is shown in Fig. 4-1. It is a similar 
configuration to the example of Fig. 2-\ with some relevant 
differences. It consists of two Bernoulli-Euler beams joined 
by a rotational joint. The joint actuator is a torque source 
with no other dynamics modeled. The inboard beam is joined 
rigidly to thc inertial refcrence frame. Measurements of the 
joint angle and angular velocity are assumed available for 
feedback to the control system. The system parameters are 




~ kl (N-m/rad) 
For both beams: I' = 1 N-sec 2 /m2 
El = 1 N-m2 
Fig. 4·1 Example arm for control example 

















Table 4-2: Convergence 
specified locations 
of the dominant poles to the 
Iteration 
number 




















Dominant Pole Location 


















chosen for ease in visualization and are shown in the figure. 
The resulting clamped actuator natural frequency Wc is 3.52 
rad/s. Note that an initial rotary spring is provided at the 
joint. This is equivalent to an initial feedback gain to be 
adjusted by the design procedure. 
The specification of the desired control system performance 
is in terms of the location of the dominant poles. Three sets of 
specifications are presented and we will refer to them in terms 
of the magnitude of the dominant eigenvalues, w, and the 
ratio w/ Wc. The values are given in Table 4-J. 
Notice that for case 3 the damping ratio is quite small. With 
the simple position and velocity feedback control algorithm 
used, adequate damping for this case is not possible. This is 
not a fault of the design procedure but of the control 
algorithm. The design procedure is given a feasible task by 
keeping the damping ratio to O. I. 
4.3.2. Convergence to the Desired Pole Location. The 
convergence of the design procedure to the correct 
specifications (pole locations) is shown in Fig. 4-2 and in 
Table 4-2. 
In the stiff case the update procedure is not really required 
since the state space design procedure alone results in suf-
ficient accuracy on the first iteration. Only a slight im-
provement is possible and is achieved on the second iteration. 
The flexible case indicates the true worth of the update 
procedure. This case exhibits significant interaction of the 
joint motion and the flexible dynamics of the beams. After 
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Fig.4·2 Dominant pole convergence for three design cases 
the first iteration the true damping ratio is .52 rather than the 
desired. 707, an error of about 26 0/0. In five iterations the pole 
location has converged to that specified to within 6 decimal 
places. Practical convergence is achieved in three iterations. 
The floppy case requires slightly longer (6 iterations) to 
converge to the specified pole locations to within 6 decimal 
places. Practical convergence is achieved in 4 iterations. 
4.3.3. Mode Shapes and Higher Modes. Examination of 
the mode shapes shows some interesting aspects of the control 
of such flexible systems. The position mode shapes of the 
uncontrolled system and the three cases of control are shown 
in Figs. 4-3, 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6 for the first three modes. The 
frequency of the modes is also given in the figure. 
Before control is added one sees in Fig. 4-3 that the first 
mode corresponds to a largely rigid mode with motion only at 
the joint. Recall that an initial "spring" is included at the 
joint causing the first mode to be at a nonzero frequency. 
After control the rigid case (Fig. 4-4) continues to show no 
deflection in the beams. The other two cases show significant 
deflection for the first mode as expected.' Furthermore, the 
rigid case shows minimal shift in the frequency of the second 
mode while the other two cases show a substantial shift in 
frequency of the second mode but not the other modes. 
The controlled poles and mode shapes generally show a 
substantial imaginary part indicating vibration in this mode is 
being damped out by the joint velocity feedback as desired. 
The exception to this is the third mode. Since this mode shape 
produces almost no change in angle at the joint, almost no 
motion of the joint results from this mode in iso!ation. Thus 
there is no opportunity for the dissipation of the energy of this 
mode. This could present a problem for a real arm design with 
the third mode being of greater concern than the lower 
frequency second mode. This indicates the importance of 
checking the higher modes of the system which is easily done 
with the update procedure that has been implemented. 
Higher modes should be checked for another reason. It is 
possible to specify dominant pole positions that cannot be 
obained by the prescribed control algorithm. An example 
would be poles with a 0.707 damping ratio for the floppy case. 
The design procedure may succeed in placing a pair other than 
the dominant pair at that location. This becomes obvious 
when looking at the mode shapes for the first several modes 
and their frequency. 
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Flg.4·3 Position modes for the arm without control 
5 S~mmary and Conclusions 
The practical importance of the control of tlexible or 
compliant arms for high performance but non-exotic ap-
plications has been demonstrated, and a new technique for the 
design of controls for tlexible arms has been presented. The 
reward for this added complexity seems to be greatest for 
relatively long arms with modest payloads. The size of the 
reward is dependent on the resolution of a great many details 






















































Flg.4·4 Position modes for the stiff case 
of the design of a particular arm. The analysis here is only 
intended to be a preliminary indication of the reward. Before 
this approach is practical and commonly accepted in the user 
community a great deal of research and development will be 
necessary. The advancement of tactile, visual and other means 
Transactions of the ASME 
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Fig. 4·5 Position modes for the flexible case 
of sensing at the endpoint will make this advancement even 
more beneficial. 
The combination of state space and frequency domain 
techniques through a model update procedure has been shown 
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Flg.4·6 Position modes for the floppy case 
effective in determining the feedback gains of a simple 
distributed parameter, flexible system. The technique seems 
applicable to control of arms and other distributed parameter 
systems that can be approximated as linear over a range of 
DECEMBER 1983, Vol. 1051253 
operation. This technique uses a frequency domain, 
distributed parameter model to update a lower order modal 
state variable model to maintain decoupling. While transfer 
matrices were used to implement the frequency domain model 
here, other implementations, such as with finite element 
techniques might be more appropriate in other applications. 
Conventional state variable design techniques are then applied 
to the low order model. The controller gains are incorporated 
in the frequency domain model when the next update of state 
variable model is made. Further consideration should be given 
to this technique. Variation of some aspects of the approach 
used here should be tried and some theoretical questions on 
the assumptions made should be resolved. Specifically, ap-
plication to more complex mUlti-input systems and systems 
with fewer measurements than controlled modes should be 
considered. Alternative ways of determining the input matrix 
B are needed. One alternative might be obtaining the zeros 
from the frequency domain model which could then be used in 
standard canonical forms of the system equations. A study of 
the most suitable in terms of overall computational efficiency 
and accuracy could then be performed. Assumptions about 
the suitability of the modal approximation for non-
conservative distributed parameter systems were justified on a 
physical basis but should receive more theoretical attention. 
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